Abstract Evolutionary computations are kinds of random searching algorithms derived from natural selection and biological genetic evolution behavior. Evaluating the performance of an algorithm is a fundamental task to track and find the way to improve the algorithm, while visualization technique may play an important act during the process. Based on current existing algorithm performance evaluation criteria and methods, a Python-based programming tracking strategy, which employs 2-D graphical library of python matplotlib for online algorithm performance evaluation, is proposed in this paper. Tracking and displaying the performance of genetic algorithm (GA) and particle swarm optimization (PSO) optimizing two typical numerical benchmark problems are employed for verification and validation. Results show that the tracking strategy based on Python language for online performance evaluation of evolutionary algorithms is valid, and can be used to help researchers on algorithms' performance evaluation and finding ways to improve it.
Introduction
Evolutionary computations are kinds of modern intelligent optimization methods. The concepts of genetic evolution, mutation, natural selection and hybridization are derived from evolutionary biology. By simulating the law and characteristics of the process, the problems to be solved are translated into individual fitness improvement. With highly parallel, random and adaptive optimization, the population can converge to the "best adapted to their environment" individual eventually. Evolutionary algorithm includes not only the genetic algorithm in the traditional sense, but also the other algorithms with intelligent behaviours simulating organic groups' foraging, such as particle swarm optimization (PSO), ant colony algorithm (AC), etc. How to properly evaluate the performance of these algorithms is still one of the hot topics in the study [1] .
The performance of a genetic algorithm mainly refers to its search efficiency and convergence, it is usually measured by evaluating the fitness of an algorithm to another for comparison study of different algorithms [2] . De Jong using the on-line and off-line performance to evaluate the performance of GA in his early study: off-line performance is used to measure the algorithm convergence, on-line performance is used to measure the algorithm dynamic performance [3] .
At the same time, De Jong further pointed out, the on-line and off-line performance evaluate the algorithm performance through only one result of run, then comparing two strategies. But because of random oriented probability search essence of GA, the rationality of using single optimization result to evaluate performance of algorithm was questioned. Most scholars think that the influence of random factors on search performance of the algorithm should be considered in the evaluation criterion [4] . Sun proposed one kind of performance evaluation criteria for GA based on "the average cut-off generation" and "the cut-off generation distribution entropy" [5] . Cut-off generation is the population evolution generation that the search results of GA reach the required precision. The average cut-off generation is the mean of cut-off generations that the algorithm runs N times. The cut-off generation distribution entropy is the information entropy of these cut-off generations: though this criterion can make quantitative evaluation on the optimization efficiency of GA, well considering influence of random factors on the algorithm performance, but using this method for evaluation must know in advance the theory optimal solution of the problem in order to calculate the required evolution generation (cut-off generation) when the search results can meet the required precision. And these limit the application and population of this method. Gao et al. proposed a performance evaluation criteria for GA one kind based on the concept of average deviation distance and standard deviation of the deviating distance [6] , according to statistical parameters of optimization results for evaluating the algorithm performance to eliminate the effect of random factors on the results of the algorithm optimization. The theoretical analysis of PSO algorithm performance has been one of the difficulties in this algorithm research. At present, most researchers are through large-scale computing on the algorithm performance to carry out statistical analysis. The difficulty of PSO algorithm theoretical analysis is the introduction of random variables in PSO, thus limiting the application of many mathematical analysis methods. Maurice conducted analysis preliminarily on the iterative formula of PSO [7] . Van den Bergh [8] improved the algorithm convergence analysis Compared to single objective evolutionary algorithm, performance evaluation of multiobjective evolutionary algorithm includes two aspects: that the algorithm solutions approximate the real non-inferior frontier and the solutions number. Thus it is difficult to evaluate the algorithm performance properly through a direct index. Scholars specially designed generation distance (GD), convergence index, diversity index δ and other indirect indices to evaluate the algorithm's performance [9−11] .
Previous studies mostly established the algorithm research platform, packaging the algorithm general framework and operator code to simplify operation in order to facilitate the use of researchers [12−13] , but the performance of optimization algorithms is not discussed. Based on the tracking evaluation research on the existing evolutionary algorithm, this paper presents graphical display method for tracking evolutionary algorithm online performance based on Python programming language. Through example analysis for tracking online performance of two typical evolution algorithms, the feasibility of this method is validated preliminarily.
Online graphical performance exploitation with Python programming language
The benefit of Python programming language lies in its merits of simple, easy, free, open source, portability, interpreted, object-oriented, scalability, embedded rich library, standard code and a series of advantages. Tracking and displaying online performance of an evolutionary algorithm with Python programming language is feasible and potentially high efficiency. The M atplotlib drawing database of Python programming language is introduced to draw the EA algorithms performance with different parameter indices.
M atplotlib is a pure independent Python library, which is similar to Matlab. M atplotlib is the most excellent graphics library, and its function is perfect. Its style is very similar to Matlab, but also inherited simple and clear style of Python. It is convenient to design and output of 2D and 3D data, which provides the conventional Descartes coordinates, polar coordinate, Spherical coordinate, 3D coordinate. The drawing aim is to appear the function with image, so we have to deal with two things using Python, one is the function and another is the image. The part of function uses N umpy which is three party libraries in M atplotlib use. N umpy is powerful and easy to use.
M atplotlib can conveniently draw scatter fine figure. When drawing scatter diagram, M atpoltlib library is referenced with sentence of "import pylab" first, and then the scatter diagram is drawn with the function of scatter.
Program design of tracking and displaying for GA online performance

A brief introduction to genetic algorithm
Genetic algorithm introduces the survival of the fittest evolutionary idea into the string structure with organized and random information exchange. With the algorithm from generation to generation, the individual continues combination, resulting in a better individual. Thus good characteristics are preserved, and differential characteristics are constantly out. The individuals of new generation in general are better than the old individuals, and at the same time the overall performance of the group is improved continuously, ultimately achieving the optimal value [11] .
Flowchart for genetic algorithm online performance tracking program
The flowchart of a genetic algorithm performance tracking program with Python can be illustrated as Figure 1 . In the above algorithm flow, tracking for online performance of this paper is mainly reflected in the block diagram on the right, which is embedded in the iterative process. For online tracking process, related variables of current objective function values are calculated and stored in real-time to show the tracking for algorithm dynamic process.
Pseudo-code for GA online performance tracking with Python
Natural evolution model is used in GA, the pseudo-code of the program are as shown as Figure 2 .
On the basic of the complete genetic algorithm program, the program of online tracking is embedded in it. After calculating the individual objective function value, the average value, best value and worst value of all individuals objective function for per generation are calculated, Figure  3 .
Procedure GA Begin Initialize P(0) t=0 while (t<MaxDT) : for i in range(Popsize): Evaluate fitness of P(t) for i in range(Popsize):
Select operation to P(t) for i in range(0,Popsize,2):
Crossover operation to P(t) for i in range(Popsize):
Mutation operation to P(t) for i in range(Popsize):
P(t+1) = P(t) t=t+1 end 
Program design of tracking and displaying for PSO online performance
The basic optimization principle of a PSO algorithm
Unlike GA, PSO algorithm does not have selection, crossover and mutation operations. Instead, each individual in the group is regarded as a particle with no mass and volume in the multi-dimensional search space. These particles fly with a certain speed in the search space, and the flight speed is dynamically adjusted based on itself and its companions flying experience. In other words, each particle constantly modifies its direction and speed by the statistics on itself and the group's optimal value in the iterative process, thus forming positive feedback mechanism of group optimization. The individuals gradually move to the better area based on the fitness of each particle on the environment for PSO, ultimately searching and finding the optimal solution.
Flowchart for PSO algorithm online performance tracking program
The flowchart of a genetic algorithm performance tracking program with Python can be illustrated as Figure 4 . In the above algorithm flow, tracking for online performance of this paper is mainly reflected in the block diagram on the right, which is embedded in the iterative process. For online tracking process, related variables of current objective function values are calculated and stored in real-time to show the tracking for algorithm dynamic process.
Pseudo-code for PSO algorithm online performance tracking with Python
The pseudo-code of the basic PSO algorithm is shown as Figure 5 . Based on complete PSO program, the online tracking program is embedded in it. The embedding process is similar to GA in the last chapter.
Experimental case study
Problem description
In order to verify the effectiveness of the method that tracking and display for online performance of evolutionary algorithm proposed in this paper, we select two typical test examples [13] .
Examples are described as follows.
Experimental design
Control parameters setting issue is crucial in the process of evolutionary algorithm, having a great impact on the quality of the final solution. The operation performance of the algorithm is related with many factors, tracking for online performance proposed in this paper can well show the influence of parameters selection on the effectiveness of the optimization and convergence speed. The experimental design of this article is divided into two parts: the first part of the experiment is used to implement the crosswise comparison of algorithm performance between GA and PSO. Under the same set of parameters, the best, worst and average values of the objective function for every generation in the algorithm (GA and PSO) evolution are tracked and displayed, in order to achieve crosswise online tracking. The intermediate optimization process of GA and PSO is initially showed, visually observing the evolutionary trajectory of the two algorithms. And then the performance of convergence speed and others are compared. Parameter settings are show in Table 1 . The second part is used to realize the effect of the same algorithm with different parameter combinations, verifying that carefully selected combination of parameters can greatly improve the optimization result and approving 'no free lunch' conclusion in the field of optimization. For example 1, in different parameter combinations, the best objective function value for every generation of the same algorithm (take PSO for example) evolutionary process are tracked and displayed, in order to achieve online tracking for longitudinal comparison. The influence of parameter variation on the algorithm iterative process is directly showed through different evolution parameter combinations, in order to find the best parameter combination. Parameter settings are as shown in Table 2 . In the case of the parameter settings in Table 1 , the optimization results are shown in Figure  6∼9 , where the horizontal axis represents the algorithm evolution generation, and the vertical axis represents the objective function value. Comparing these two algorithms performance indicators in optimization process, it is not difficult to find the similarities and differences of optimization process for GA and PSO:
1. Similarity With the evolution generations increasing, the general trend of the best objective function value for per generation tends to decrease, and eventually converging to the respective optimal values. It shows that with the increase of the algorithm evolution generation, the performance of each individual constantly improved, eventually converging to the optimal value.
2. Differences (1) With the increase of the evolution generation for PSO, the best, worst and average values of objective function eventually converge to the true optimal value; however three curves of GA are not convergence. This is because GA introduces fitness balancing strategy to make the relative inferior solution obtain a certain amount of survival chance in order to avoid falling into the algorithm precocious: on one hand, it can avoid that individual good genetic information spread too quickly in the evolutionary population, and losing population diversity to lead to premature convergence; on the other hand, it will cause the decline of the algorithm convergence.
(2) The best objective function value for per generation fluctuates in PSO optimization, while GA's is relatively stable. This is because GA puts to use elitist strategy in the iteration process, and will not cause the degenerate of the optimization solution; while PSO is only learning part of the local optimum and global optimum for the current generation, existing blindness search, which leads to results bias.
(3) Compared with PSO, GA has a better convergent rate at its early evolutionary process, while its later process is respectively slow. This indicates that: the performance of GA in the global search is excellent, but the local search ability is poor. So its convergence speed in later evolutionary is low.
Analysis of the algorithm performance with different parameters combination
In the case of the parameter setting in Table 2 , the results are shown in Figure 10 . Different optimization efficiency and optimization results are obtained with three different groups of parameter combinations for PSO: the population of the tenth generation converges to the optimal value for the third group of parameters; the population of more than twentieth generation converges to the optimal value for the second group of parameter; while the population converges to the optimal value until more than thirtieth generation. It shows: for test function 1, convergence speed and population scale are approximately linearly proportional relationship, while the role of evolution generation on the convergence speed is relatively small. Thus the sensitivity of breadth search priority is higher than the sensitivity of depth search priority for this problem. And consequently in the same computational overhead, the combination of lager population size and smaller evolution generation can obtain optimum results.
Conclusion
In this paper, through online tracking and display strategy of evolutionary algorithm based on Python language, a comparative study is conducted on the performance of two typical evolutionary algorithms (GA and PSO algorithm). The module of tracking for online performance designed in this paper is verified through two examples. How to promote the above method to online performance tracking of multi-objective evolutionary algorithm, and enhancing the interaction of parameter adjustment and user-friendliness is to be further study.
